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Report: 
 

During this beamtime, we performed high-resolution resonant inelastic x-ray scattering 
(RIXS) measurements at the Cu L3-edge on electron-doped cuprate, 
La2CexCuO4 (LCCO). Samples of doping concentration of x = 0.08, 0.13, and 0.175 were 
measured to track the evolution of the zone-center excitations in the phase diagram. In 
addition, we have also utilized the polarimeter to analyzer the polarization of scatterred light. 
 

We have obtained high quality spectra for all the samples. Zone center excitations were 
observed in all of them. The zone center excitations heav been previously reported in another 
electron-doped compounds Nd2-xCexCuO4 (NCCO) [1, 2]. Our results on LCCO 
unambiguiously established that the existence of the zone center excitations is universal in the 
electron-doped cuprates. Importantly, we have confirmed the surprising l-dependence 
discovered in our previous beamtime. We have obtained results for samples of other doping 
concentrations. These data will allow us to analyze the doping dependence.  
 

To gain further insight into the nature of these excitations, we tuilized the polarimeter 
to analyze the polarization of the scatering light. We obtained polarization-resolved RIXS 
spectrum at two momentum positions, (0.045, 0, 1) and (0.095, 0, 1.65), respectively. As an 
example, Fig. (b) shows the polarization-resolved RIXS spectra taken at (0,045, 0, 1). We 
found that the zone center excitation is purely in the parallel polarization chanel (i.e. the σσ 
channel in the figure), indicating that these modes are pure charge excitations; Thus, it 
crucially connected to the coherent charge dynamics in the electron-deoped cuprates. 



 
In summary, we have obtained new important results consistent with the framework of 

the initial proposal. The l-dependence and the collective charge nature of the zone center 
excitaions are important results, which deserve to be published soon. Currenlty, we are 
working on finalizing the data analysis, constructing a theoretical model,  and preparing a 
manuscript to publish these results.  
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Figure 1. Polarization-resolved RIXS spectra at (0,045, 0, 1) taken with an incident x-ray 
with σ-polarization. The excittaions is essentially in the parallel polarization channel, 
suggesting that it is a pure charge excitations. 

 


